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Australian Buyers Note!
2004 a Fusion kit was $145,000 plus Targa, plus Tanks, plus GST
= $175,800

2009 a Fusion Kit is 82,000 Euro plus GST
= $147,000

(This is based on xe.com currency rates, at 2.30 pm, October 14, 2009)

with the strong Australian dollar,
NOW is the time to set your DREAMS in motion
by placing a holding deposit on your kit.

Congratulations Fusion WA . . . .
on your new launch, “Cloudy Bay”

This magnificent Fusion 40
was lovingly assembled by Kate and Lloyd together with their exceptional tradespersons
and just looking at the detail in the pictures shows the value of working with these very professional people.
An interesting and not
so common feature is
the galley down, this
works very well when
a lot of entertaining is
anticipated.
An article will appear
in the next issue of
Australian Multihulls
Magazine

Fusion Mackay launches boat 6 . . .
in Charter, “Slinky Cat”
After assembling 4 Motoraway Fusions, the boys in Mackay set about manufacturing full interior
mouldings for their Fusion Sail and Motor Cats. Boat 5 and Boat 6 have now been launched
sporting the new interiors.

I believe “Slinky Cat”
will operate out of
Magnetic Island during
Winter and Pitwater
in NSW during Summer.
Full Charter details
will be available on
our Web site in the
near future

LAUNCHING FUSION’S ‘HYBRID’

The inovative Fusion 40 “Hybrid” has been launched in
the last 2 days and appears to be everything that was
anticipated. It is the ʻstealthʼ machine of the marine industry, with even the generator being silenced through
exhaust separation systems.
Innovative products used on the vessel were supplied
by companies such as:
Glacier Bay,
Ossa Marine,
Eplex,
Sonic,
Gori,
Foruno,
Centrek,
Sea trials and full report next issue.

New Ideas . . .

from: http://www.todae.com.au
Add a bit of eco-style funk to your Fusion cellar and dress up your galley
with this six pack felt wine rack. Made from naturally renewable and recyclable materials, this wine rack holds up to six standard wine bottles
and collapses easily. Made from 100% wool felt, it is time to look to alternatives and start giving your wine some special treatment.
Perfect for taking the “Clink” from your drink.
The Solio recharges virtually all mobile and hand-held electronic devices
from the power of the sun. The Solio is an amazing energy saver! With
it, you can harness the energy of the sun and carry it in your pocket,
purse or backpack anywhere anytime.
The Solio is simple to use, simply put it in the sun to charge and then you
can connect your portable device to charge any time. No more multiple
chargers. Solio is the one-stop solution for cell phones, iPods, digital
cameras, game players, GPS and even Fish finders!

Stick your Solio on a deck or windscreen and let the sun do the charging.
The more direct sunlight the better. One hour of sun equals one hour of
iPod listening. Solio takes 8-10 hours to fully recharge and can then
charge a cell phone or iPod Nano at least twice.

As with a hybrid automobile, more than one power source is used to collect energy. HYmini stores energy collected
from a wall plug, renewable DC input, wind and the sun. The HYmini's multiple power sources is where it gets its
name - Hybrid mini (HYmini)

The energy stored in its internal battery can be used to recharge your cell
phone, MP3 player, iPod, PDA, digital camera or other 5V devices.
The HYmini features a translucent, removable and impact safe wind turbine
that glows green when charging. The HYmini also has a LED night light and
charge-in green indicator as well as a 1200 mAh built in rechargeable battery
to store the power so you can take your HYmini with you and charge your devices on the go.

WEB site . . .
As you appreciate, we at Fusion continually update the web site with new and exciting information
and again this month we have added two new links. The video shows 2 Fusion sailing cats performing
in very light airs, whils the New Study Guide can be seen in an interactive realview format. Additional
photos of the Fusion “Cloudy Bay” can also be seen on the Kit Gallery.
VIDEO: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=toG0qJeVv1Q
BROCHURE:
PHOTOS:

http://fusioncats.realviewtechnologies.com/

In Kit Gallery, “Cloudy Bay”

Maintenance . . .
Only the best products are suggested for your Fusions and
when it comes to servicing Bat Cars, Travellers, Blocks etc,
this one from Harken takes some beating.

OneDrop
Use on ALL Ball Bearings
OneDrop Ball Bearing Conditioner is designed to be used on
traveler cars and other ball bearing applications to improve
performance by reducing rolling friction.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Allows ball bearings to roll freely and evenly
Eliminates skidding and sliding of the balls
Conditions and lubricates the surface of the balls
Maintains a clean, smooth ball bearing surface, free
from dirt, sand, salt, and grime
Packaged in a unique pinpoint dispenser for clean and
easy application

Contact us for special price for Fusion Owners

A Company Note:
Fusion Catamarans International P/L manufacture Fusion components and supply them
in Kit form to Agents and home builders around the world.
Fusion Agents and Builders assemble and finish Fusion 40 Power and Sail vessels to
clients individual requirements.

